In this work a structural characterization of zeolite crystals is performed by identifying the framework type to which each zeolite belongs. The framework type is assigned for 1433 zeolite database entries in the FIZ/NIST Inorganic Crystal Structure Database ͑ICSD͒ populating 95 framework types. These entries correspond to both natural and synthetic zeolites. Each ICSD entry is based on published work containing crystallographic information of the zeolite crystalline structure and some physical and chemical data. Today, the Structure Commission of the International Zeolite Association recognizes crystalline materials as belonging to the "zeolite" family only if they possess one of the approved framework types by the organization. Such information is of fundamental importance for identifying zeolites, for reference, for zeolite standards, for supporting the discovery of new zeolites, and for crystalline substance selection based on application. Unfortunately, framework-type information is not contained in the ICSD records. The long term goal of this work is filling such gap. Although the ICSD contains an extensive collection of zeolites, inclusion of zeolites belonging to the 191 accepted framework types could substantially expand such collection. The structural determination was achieved via several structural analysis methods based on numerical-computer implementations.
Introduction
Zeolites are microporous crystalline materials with regular structures consisting of molecular-sized pores and channels. Zeolites occur naturally ͓2001BIS/MIN͔, as product of synthesis, and millions of hypothetical zeolites not yet synthesized are continuously proposed ͓2009FOS/TRE͔. Both natural and synthetic zeolites are widely used in the fields of adsorption, ion-exchange, heterogeneous catalysis ͑most of today's gasoline is produced through zeolitic catalytic processes͒, energy storage, and more recently in several emerging fields such as health and medicine ͓2003PAY/DUT͔. These applications are strongly contingent upon the underlying framework topologies of zeolites. For such reason, the classification scheme based on crystal structure has become today the standard for identifying zeolites from other zeolitic materials such as quartz and feldspars that display tetrahedral framework structures. Zeolitelike materials occur both in nature and as products of synthetic processes. From earlier definitions by Hey ͓1930HEY͔ or Smith ͓1988SMI͔, the term zeolite was restrictive to aluminosilicates. Since then the definition has been extended to include in the underlying framework other types of T-atoms ͑elements tetrahedrally coordinated to oxygen atoms͒ and interrupted frameworks ͓1998COO/ALB͔. To alleviate miscommunication between different science communities, the subcommittee on zeolite minerals of the International Mineralogical Association, Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names proposed a revised definition of a zeolite ͓1998COO/ALB͔:
A
zeolite mineral is a crystalline substance with a structure characterized by a framework of linked tetrahedra, each consisting of four O atoms surrounding a cation. This framework contains open cavities in the form of channels and cages. These are usually occupied by H 2 O molecules and extra-framework cations that are commonly exchangeable. The channels are large enough to allow the passage of guest species. In the hydrated phases, dehydration occurs at temperatures mostly below about 400°C and is largely reversible. The framework may be interrupted by (OH, F) groups; these occupy a tetrahedron apex that is not shared with adjacent tetrahedra.
This more specific view excludes from the family of zeolites those crystalline materials possessing frameworks with channels that are too restrictive for allowing molecular sieving, reversible dehydration, or cation exchange. Therefore, cancrinites, feldspars, feldspathoids, melanophlogite, and scapolites are excluded from the zeolite family ͓2001BIS/ MIN, 1998COO/ALB͔. The Structure Commission of the International Zeolite Association ͑IZA-SC͒ ͓2009BAE/MCC͔ has adopted a universal code of three capital letters for identifying different framework types of zeolites. This structurally based classification scheme is widely used and essential for applications. As of 2009, there are 191 distinct zeolite framework types ͓2009BAE/MCC͔ and this number has increased steadily in the last decade; it was 133 in 2001 according to the 5th ed. of Atlas of Zeolite Framework Types ͓2001BAE/MEI͔.
The FIZ/NIST Inorganic Crystal Structure Database ͑ICSD͒ 1 ͓2009ICS, 2002BEL/HEL͔ contains an extensive collection of zeolite crystal structures, all collected from peer-reviewed publications. Despite its size and uniqueness, the database only gathers a fraction of all discovered zeolites. The ICSD includes records of natural and synthetic zeolites providing comprehensive crystallographic information for each entry. However, the database does not contain the structural characterization coded in the framework type of zeolites. Therefore, the goal of our work is the determination of the framework-type code ͑FTC͒ for all the zeolite entries in the ICSD. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a description of the processing of data entries in the database, the structural analysis performed, and provides a table of entries which need more attention in zeolite structural characterization, and may not have enough information for FTC assignment. These zeolitic entries may or not belong to the family of zeolites, and for them an "assigned" or "expected" FTC is provided. Assigned FTC implies that we are certain about the determination based on several computational methods. Expected FTC implies that according to literature and to experimental process used to prepare that zeolite sample, there is expectation that the sample would have that FTC although we cannot determine it by computational methods. Section 3 contains the bulk of this paper in which the framework type was univocally assigned for 1370 zeolite entries and reported in ten tables. This work is concluded in Secs. 4 and Sec. 5 provides all references cited in the paper and tables.
Data Processing
In the ICSD data set made available by the National Institute of Standards and Technology to the George Mason University team, there are 1648 entries populating the mineralgroup "zeolite." These entries span 289 distinct mineral names and 822 distinct chemical names. In this work zeolite refers to any ICSD entry possessing one of the 191 framework topologies approved by IZA-SC. Some zeolitelike entries in the ICSD are not zeolites upon our analysis, as described below.
Systematic data review and structure analysis were performed for the 1648 zeolite candidate entries in the ICSD. Three steps were followed: ͑i͒ data verification showed that 175 entries need further attention from the database producers concerning eventual typographical errors, missing atoms in the reduced unit cell, or unspecified mineral information for clearly identifying their structure. These database records are reported elsewhere ͓2009YAN/LAC͔ and were removed from the data set on which structure analysis was performed.
͑ii͒ The underlying frameworks of 1473 crystalline structures were generated based on the symmetry information of the asymmetric unit cell contained in the database records. By doing so, atoms in the cation and adsorbent portions of the chemical formula were removed from the structural analysis. The bare framework contains only T-atoms and oxygen atoms tetrahedrally coordinated to them forming TO 4 building units of the network. ͑iii͒ All T-T and T-O bond lengths in the bare underlying framework of these 1473 structures were checked to verify that they have acceptable values for allowing TO 4 tetrahedral coordination. Values of T-O bond lengths span a 1.58-1.78 Å range ͓1988SMI͔ and T-T edge lengths are within a few percents of 3.1 Å in regular zeolites. A softer criterion for T-O bond lengths of 1.35-2.20 Å was adopted in our analysis.
As a result of the above-described three-step process, we identified 1370 entries as normal zeolite structures and 103 entries as "expected zeolites" with their structures significantly disordered from the regular TO 4 networks typical of zeolites. IZA researchers have created a dynamic catalog containing 22 different types of structural disorder found in zeolites ͓2009BAE/MCC͔. Underlying framework disorder manifests when T-T and T-O bond lengths are outside the allowed length range, occupation probabilities of T-atom sites are smaller than one, rotations of TO 4 units result in network faults. For example, ICSD-67667 ͓1992LI/GU͔ is a ZSM-5-type alumnosilicate expected to have MFI framework type. However, some T-O bond lengths in its underlying framework are 2.3-2.4 Å long, clearly outside the range 1.58-1.78 Å in normal zeolites. Another example is ICSD-63218 ͓1988PEC͔ where calculation of T-O bond lengths from the structural data in the database gives distances as short as 0.4 Å. These bonds are fictitious and they do not really exist. In fact, the positions read from the database correspond to sites of T and O atoms in the network that are not simultaneously occupied ͑either T or O fill one of the two close sites, in which case the other site at 0.4 Å should be left empty͒. In this case, the database entry contains warning comments noting that the disordered structure "cannot adequately be described by the numerical parameters" and that the structure is associated with twinning. Evidence of disorder in the zeolite framework pertaining to short T-T edge lengths is found in several entries, e.g., 1.7-2.0 Å in ICSD-30279 ͓1933TAY/MEE͔ and 0.8-1.0 Å in ICSD-200951 ͓1978ALB/RIN͔. These short edge lengths are associated with distances between T sites along the framework that should not be simultaneously occupied. However, the occupation probability for the two T sites in the database is 1. This is indicative of a potential error in the values of site occupancy probabilities entered in the database or typographical error in the original publication. Disorder pertaining to empty T sites in the framework ͑total occupancy probability of T sites is less than 1͒ is found in ICSD-54076 ͓1982PEC͔ where several T sites have occupancy probability of 0.5. This is a disorder type in which there are vacancies in T-atom sites along the backbone network.
The structural determination of the 1473 entries was The central focus of this work is a systematic and comprehensive demonstration of proof of concept and not a database evaluation. Accordingly, certain commercial materials, i.e., a scientific database+ internal reference codes, are identified in this paper to fully specify experimental procedures and results. The reference codes are provided only for the convenience of the reader. Substantially similar information may be obtained from other sources not referenced herein. NIST explicitly does not endorse any particular product or service of any provider, nor is it intended to imply that the materials identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
achieved via several structural analysis methods based on numerical-computer implementations. For the set of 1370 entries associated with normal zeolites, the structural determination of the framework type was done using the ZEOTSITES program ͓2001SAS/GAL͔ to determine coordination sequences ͑CSs͒ ͓1979MEI/MOE͔ and vertex symbols ͑VSs͒ ͓1997OKE/HYD͔. This determination was rechecked with the TOPOS program ͓2006BLA͔ by additionally obtaining the tiling and transitivity information of each framework type. To complete the analysis, tiling information was fed to the SYSTRE/3DT program ͓2005DEL/OKE͔ for determining the complexity of each framework type. Complexity of any crystalline structure is identified by the Delaney symbol ͑D-sym͒ ͓1987DRE͔. Once obtained, a thorough comparison of the combined CS-VS information with the standard table of framework types from IZA-SC ͓2009BAE/MCC͔ was performed. These entries and the determined FTC are reported in Sec. 3. A more involved determination of the CS-VS-tiling transitivity was encountered for the 103 entries catalogued as expected zeolites. Details for these 103 zeolite entries are given in Table 1 , which contains the ICSD collection number, mineral name, chemical formula, our assigned and confirmed FTC for 63 entries, our expected FTC ͑but not confirmed͒ for 40 entries determined from declarations in the ICSD records, and the original bibliographic reference. The FTC for 63 entries was confirmed based on two methodologies. First, the battery of conventional structure-determining programs ͓2001SAS/GAL, 2006BLA, 2005DEL/OKE, 2005DEL/FOS͔ was used to determine framework types for the 103 entries. However, most of these methods failed for a good number of entries. Structure inquiry from TOPOS ͓2006BLA͔ was the most robust and consistent allowing determination of CS-VS-tiling-transitivity information for 42 entries out of the 103. These results are reported in the fourth column of Table 1 ͑value to the right͒. The second method is the framework-type predictor ͑FTP͒, a recently developed machine learning model for assigning framework type to zeolites. The FTP serves as an alternative to the conventional method and is not based on sequence of bond lengths ͓2009YAN/LAC2, 2009YAN/LAC3͔. For that reason, the FTC is very effective for predicting framework types of disordered zeolites where the traditional method often fails. Framework-type assignment with the FTP was done on the subset of 103 entries yielding assignment for 59 of them as reported in the fourth column of Table 1 ͑value to the left͒. These 59 FTC assignments coincided with the expected FTCs, thus giving confirmation to the assignment process.
Combining results from both traditional methods ͑TOPOS͒ and the machine learning FTP method, we are able to confirm the framework type for 63 of the 103 disordered zeolite entries. The remaining 40 entries ͑out of 103͒ reported in Table 1 ͑fifth column͒ appear to be zeolites according to their expected FTCs based on the original publication. However, none of the existing structural analysis methods could confirm a framework type for them.
In summary, our data processing ensures 1370 ICSD entries with confirmed FTCs according to IZA CS-VS-tiling transitivity. These entries with regular zeolite structures populating 94 distinct known zeolite framework types are reported in Sec. 3, Tables 2-11 . Additionally, a set of 103 entries of disordered structures is reported in Table 1 with confirmed FTC assignment for 63 of them based on state-ofthe-art methods. In this group of disordered zeolites there is one entry belonging to the CHI framework type that is not found in the 94 populated by normal zeolites. All together, in this work we have assigned framework type to 1433 zeolite entries. The original publication where each zeolite was analyzed experimentally is given in the last column of all tables. 
Framework Types of Zeolite Entries in the ICSD
The distribution of the 1370 confirmed zeolite entries among different framework types is far from uniform, ranging from 1 to 351 entries per framework type. This distribution is shown in Fig. 1 , where the framework types are ordered by decreasing number of zeolite entries belonging to the given framework type. The right scale of the plots gives the D-symbol for every framework type. Note that number of entries in each FTC and its complexity are not correlated.
3.1. Zeolite framework types populated with 63 or more entries "n Ð 63…
There are six most populated framework types in the ICSD ͑FAU, LTA, HEU, NAT, RHO, and CHA͒, each possessing 63 or more entries ͑n ജ 63͒. They are listed in Tables 2-7.
Zeolite Framework types with population 19
Ï n Ï 33
The next group of framework types based on population in the ICSD encompasses nine framework types with population ranging from 19 to 33 ͑19ഛ n ഛ 33͒. These entries are collectively listed in Table 8 .
Zeolite framework types with population 6 Ï n Ï 14
In decreasing order of populated framework types, the next group contains 14 distinct framework types, each populated with 6-14 entries in the ICSD ͑6 ഛ n ഛ 14͒. These zeolite entries are collectively listed in Table 9 .
3.4. Zeolite framework types with population 3 Ï n Ï 5
The fourth group of ICSD zeolite entries populates 12 distinct framework types, each populated with three to five entries ͑3 ഛ n ഛ 5͒ and collectively listed in Table 10 .
Zeolite framework types with population
The least populated group of framework types includes 53 framework types, each possessing only one or two entries ͑1 ഛ n ഛ 2͒. There are only 65 zeolite entries in this group that are collectively listed in Table 11 . 
Conclusions
In summary, we have analyzed the structure of 1473 entries in the ICSD and assigned the zeolite framework type for 1433 of them by calculating the CSs and VSs and using our machine learning model. We have determined that there is a group of 103 disordered crystalline structures in the ICSD for which we expect a zeolite framework-type classification based on the crystallographic information in the ICSD and the original publications. Based on our recent machine learning model and the conventional structural analysis approaches, we were able to confirm the assignment as zeolites and their FTC to 63 of these crystalline structures with framework disorder. Use of the framework-type information reported in Tables 2-11 /LAC4͔ and will serve as reference and standards for future works in the chemistry, materials science, and applied mathematics communities. FTCs included in databases will be helpful for separating zeolites from other microporous zeolitic materials in those databases, and will be beneficial to the zeolite community for synthesis guide and for experimental calibration. 
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